We have performed first principles electronic structure calculations to investigate the structural and magnetic properties of Fe/ZnSe(001) interfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin electronics is one of the major topics of research nowadays where one combines the charge and spin degrees of freedom of carriers 1 . This has got immense applications in modern technology e.g. magnetic recording industry and semiconductor appliances. The recent exciting suggestions are to fabricate spin transistors and spin polarized tunneling junctions made up of ferromagnetic metals and semiconductors. Large tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) has been observed experimentally for heterostructures built of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS). There are also theoretical predictions of large TMR for heterostructures based on Fe and semiconductors 2 . In this context, the interface between a metal and a semiconductor plays a crucial role in determining the magnetic and hence the transport properties of the hybrid systems as the injection of a spin-polarized electron from a magnetic material to the semiconductor depends crucially on the interface properties. The typical semiconductors used for these purposes are GaAs and ZnSe which belong to III-V and II-VI compounds respectively. In such devices Fe is one of the most commonly used 3d metal as it has got a high Curie temperature.
Informations about the structural and magnetic properties of the interface between Fe and ZnSe are available from experiments 3-5 . Jonker et al. studied Fe growth on ZnSe (001) at 450 K. The growth was smooth and epitaxial. However, they observed a reduction in magnetic moment of Fe compared to the bulk value. Recently, Reiger et al. 5 studied Fe suppressed as the Fe thickness is increased and the interface effects rapidly die out in the inner Fe layers. de Jonge et al. 8 have performed first principles electronic structure calculations of superlattices of Fe and several semiconductors (Ge, GaAs and ZnSe) by a localized spherical wave method. Butler et al. 2 studied the tunneling structures of ferromagnets and semiconductors by a layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) method. Moreover, they have investigated 10 extensively the transport properties of magnetotunnel junctions of Fe and ZnSe using Landauer approach for the calculation of conductance.
All the above theoretical calculations were done for ideal interfaces i.e. the metal and semiconductor atoms followed a regular stacking. In this paper, we study the relaxed Fe/ZnSe interface, i.e we allow for ionic, shape, and volume relaxations. We do not consider any temperature driven reconstruction except segregation, because it is known, that the semiconductor constitutents segregate 11 towards the surface when they are in contact with a metal. (We compared the total energies of different atomic configurations to investigate the surface segregation of Zn and Se.) We study (section III) the dependence of the interface electronic properties on the Fe film thickness and the semiconductor termination. Since, for a magnetotunnel structure, two interfaces are formed between Fe and ZnSe, we also studied (section IV) the reverse growth i.e. Zn or Se on a bcc Fe(001) substrate. Moreover, we investigate (section V) the importance of the semiconductor surface reconstruction for the interface formation. This helps Fe to grow in a bcc phase on a ZnSe(001) substrate without appreciable strain.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our calculations with GGA yield equilibrium lattice constants of bcc Fe and zinc-blende ZnSe systems to be 2.86Å and 5.75Å respectively. The experimental lattice constant of ZnSe is 5.66Å and the overestimation of the calculated one is obvious for using GGA.
Thus in experiment the Fe lattice constant is 1.4 % smaller than the ZnSe lattice constant, whereas in our calculation the Fe lattice constant is 0.5 % larger. The calculated direct band gap at the Γ point for the equilibrium lattice parameter is small (1.14 eV) compared to the experimental band gap (2.8 eV). As a first step, we didn't attempt to correct that but this correction might be important from the point of view of metal-semiconductor junction properties. Total energies were always converged upto 10 −4 eV for electronic relaxations For a Se terminated case (shown in Fig. 3 ), starting from an identical situation as before, Se moves a little bit upwards. The burried Fe atom remains more or less in the interstitial position. So, the distinct difference in the two cases is the site occupancy of Fe. In both cases, relaxation leads to lower total energies compared to the cases of unrelaxed regular stacking as discussed before (0.03 eV/cell and 0.8 eV/cell lower for Zn and Se terminated cases respectively). It is seen that for Zn termination, the nearest Fe-Zn and Fe-Se distances are 2.49Å and 2.37Å respectively. For Se coverage, the distances are 2.96Å and 2.52Å
respectively.
(So, magnetic moment is enhanced compared to that of bulk bcc Fe. However, it should be kept in mind that as we are using GGA, calculated value of magnetic moment (2.33 µ B )
is greater than the experimental value of 2.2 µ B for bulk bcc Fe.)
Atom and orbital projected DOSs are shown in Fig. 2 (d-h) and Fig. 3 
(d-h) for Zn and
Se terminated cases respectively. For both terminations, the majority Fe DOS has no states at the Fermi energy and we find an atomic like integer moment of 3.00 µ B for the unit cell. This is not found for cases without relaxations described before. The magnetic moments for the unrelaxed cases are greater and of non-integer type. Half metallicity is seen only when relaxation is allowed. Half metallic systems (a system where one finds a metallic DOS for one spin channel and semiconducting DOS for the other showing 100 % spin polarization at the Fermi energy) are extremely important in the context of magnetoelectronics involving spin transport between ferromagnetic systems across a semiconducting/insulating barrier.
However, with increased Fe coverage, this behavior dies out and we arrive at a normal metallic DOS. A similar calculation for Co for 0.5 ML coverage also yields an integer moment of 2.00 µ B /cell with both Zn and Se on top of burried Co.
Comparing this case with the total magnetic moment of 4.00 µ B of a bulk DMS (Fe,Zn)Se, it is clear that the difference is due to the occupancy of the minority spin states of Fe as the majority states are completely occupied for the two cases. In DMSs, Hund's rule for the atomic moment is followed resulting in the occupation of 5 and 1 electrons in the majority and minority spin channels of Fe d-states respectively. In the present case, again Hund's rule for the atomic moment is followed, but Fe has gained one electron, such that now two electrons are in the minority spin channel. The reason is the following: At the ideal surface,
i.e without Fe, the two Zn (Se) dangling bonds (DB) are each partially occupied with 0.5 (1.5) electrons. A semiconductor gains energy by having either occupied or unoccupied DB.
Usually, anion DB (Se) are fully occupied and cation (Zn) DB are empty. Therefore, taking one electron from the Zn (Se) DB will lead to either occupied or unoccupied DB: for the Zn termination two empty DB and for the Se termination one empty and one occupied DB.
This electron from the DB is transferred to Fe and gives rise to the two electrons in the d-minority channel.
Now, let us look at the projected DOS in detail. In both sets of figures ( fig. 2(d-h ) and fig. 3(d-h) (Table I) .
B. 1.5 ML coverage
This case corresponds to 3 Fe atoms in the unit cell. As a complete Fe monolayer should contain 2 Fe atoms and already 1 Fe atom is burried in a subsurface layer, it is interesting to find the configuration with the segregated Se atom. For a Se terminated cases, we explored three different situations to find the lowest energy configuration (see Fig. 4 ). In Fig. 4(a) ,
Se is sitting at a subsurface layer covered by a complete Fe layer at the surface. In Fig. 4 (b), the surface is covered by 0.5 ML of Fe and Se is still in a subsurface layer. Finally, in 
IV. REVERSE GROWTH
To prepare a magnetotunnel junction, one has to care for two interfaces. One where the semiconductor atoms are deposited on the metal electrode and the other where the metal electrode atoms are deposited on semiconductor substrate. It has been observed by transmission electron microscopy 23 that the interface structures are not the same for the two cases. The upper interface (Fe/ZnSe) is rougher than the lower one (ZnSe/Fe). To investigate this, we have done very simple calculations where we put either Zn or Se atoms on a bcc Fe(001) substrate. We compared the total energies of two configurations (i) Zn or Se atom is on top of Fe substrate (ii) Zn or Se atom is in a subsurface layer covered by one Fe layer at top. We have found that the semiconductor constituents prefer to sit on top of a Fe substrate indicating a sharp interface. For Se, the energy difference is 2.15 eV/cell whereas for Zn, it is 0.9 eV/cell. It suggests that Se/Fe interface is less probable to be a mixed one compared to the Zn/Fe interface. However, the magnetic moments are not changed appreciably for different configurations. We have already reported in the previous sections that for Fe/ZnSe interface, half a monolayer of Fe prefers to stay in a burried position in the ZnSe host. We can conclude that this interface is less sharp than the one with the reverse growth.
V. FE ON A RECONSTRUCTED SURFACE
In this section, we present the results of depositing Fe atoms on a Se-rich (2x1) recon- The bond length between two Fe atoms and Se1 is 2.50Å each. The magnetic moment is increased compared to the unreconstructed case by 0.5 µ B /cell. This increase is due to the lack of nearest neighbours of the topmost Fe atom. As the signature of the reconstructed semiconductor substrate is lost, we therefore conclude that the surface reconstruction has no dramatic effect in determining the properties of the Fe-ZnSe interfaces.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have extensively studied structural and magnetic properties of 
